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AUSTPACT
becaus o V -: ! .e mei y co , A s-x subsystem inter-
actions al,ich eccur within rx,c!ctrn electronic pcwer-
proces:Ving system%, it is often quite difficult to
accurately predict total systera perfc ► mance. A
digital c srpute r sirnalttion tool r,ique, which ran
be used to study st.ch cce',u	 .site ri er-coi,oitio-ring
systc;.iz, is applied to a spscvcrzfc direct-enerny-
trarrsfer priwer .. process i nn syste;!. The ► e •,ults ob-
tained duplicate actual systr. performance with
considerable eccuracy. The validity of the sp-
prnach and its usefulness in studying various
aspects of syste • j 1'rformance such as steady-state
characteristics and transient responsrs to sevcrely
varyin(; operating conditions ore demonstrated
experimcntaily.
INTRODUCTION
During tr:e past two docades, the field of
po,aer electrur,ics lids been evolving and expand-
ing into an increasingly r;ore irrportar,t elemsnt
of modern electro-technology. New and more power-
ful methods of ,malysis and design have been do-
velopcd, resulting in iu,proved po;;,,r-condition-
ing equipment which often finds n,., and diverse
applications in many areas of aloet ro • ics. Re-
cently, for reasons of economic efficiency arid
system reliability, there has been considerable
interest in developing standardized power-condi•-
tioning circuits and systems for space applica-
tions. These standardized design ,, would obviate
the decd for costl y , but o ften still not optimum,
custom designs fcr every new poorer systcar re-
quired [1]. Some standardized pa ger-condition-
W. -dules have alr,iady been developed r.hich
S,	 a wide range of mission r-equirf,nents,
thu -,iminating each of this cost and at the
same time making available to the s-!stem a ,igner
a pool of fully tested equipment with proven re-
liability [2,3].
trying to nxet specific mission requir,^-
ments with such standardized modul(,%, it becomes
increasingly more important, to be able to study
This work eras supported in part by the fiaticnal
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the 1xcrform;nce of power systems as a whole,
rather than Lhc: various subsystems individually.
Because of the many subsystem interactions a:ithin
sv:h composite syst—s, it is oft ,-n quite d1f-
f;cult to predict the total system response even
though the behavior of the individual subcircuits
ray be familiar and well aoeunrented. Ho./?ver, the
behavior of the pcwvr-conditioninq systci,
	 a
who)- when in steady-state operation or wren su!>-
,iected to transient disturbances such as step
changF!s in load or variations in the primary and
secondary source characteristics must be fully
investi gated before the integrity of the aggregate
power-conditioning system car, be ensured. It is
the purpose of this paper to present one approach
to this probler; of 'tudyir,g aggregate power-r.ondi-
tioning syster,s, and to demonstrate the validity
and usefulness of this approach.
In considering the size and complexity of
modern puim-r-conditioning systems, the digital
computer quickly co,..-s to mind as an attractive
arrd viable tool for such a study. Even thori(ih
much pro rjre^%s has been made recently in developing
and ayplyina po% ,:erful analytical tools to the study
of particular co„vei to and it,v(-rtvr circuits [4,5],
none of these techniques is applicable to a rioneral
composite power-conditiuning systC,:iWhich cen be des-
cribed by an r, th -order system of nonlinear differ-
ential equations. On the other hand, the rapid do-
veloi:lernt of digital coirp;rter circuit arid system
analysis programs over tt,c past few years has
given the electronics enqineer the ahility to ex-
acitne more precisely very large analysis problems
which had previously been intractable or too
costly to pursue. Particular co ,:iputer studies,
both uigital and analog, have also been pre-
sented recently whist. enhance the understanding
of and aid in the design of individual -)nwer con-
verter circuits [6,/,°], but a3ain there have
been no publish^d results cuncerning simulations
and studies of entire power-cordit.ioniny systems.
This paper descrihc , , in considerable detail the
application of a general "digital analog simula-
tor" prograr,r, derived from IBM's continuous Syster.
1-10ri0ing Progr,,m (CS'-P) [9]. tc
	
a study of an
aggregate parer-conditioning sy. m being ue-
velup c a d at thn NASA Goddard Space rl ight Center
for use on the International Ultraviolet Explorer
(IIIL) Spacecraft.
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Fig. 1. Examples of the types of functional "blocks"
available for implementing system descriptions in
the computer pro gram format. (A) Type 14, mode- .
controlled integrator. (B) Type C, clipper.
(C) Type R, relay. (D) Type +, weighted summer.
THE SIMULATION TOOL
As mentioned above, the tool used in this
work is an interactive digital computer program
based on an 1014 application program, CSHP, as
developed for use on the IBI1 1130 system. The
computer studies presented in this paper were
run on a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-11/45
digital computer equipped with a Tektronix 4013
storage-tube graphics console using a substantially
modified version of the 1130 CS14P. with appropri-
ate modifications to the input data, however, sim-
ilar studies could be conducted on a number of
other computing machines I ncluding the 1014 360/370
systems.
The structure of this program is such that
the particular dynamic system being investigated
is entered into the computer in terms of the
system state equations. These equations are im-
plemented by means of an appropriate connection
of input/output functional relationships, much
as is done when using an analog computer. Thirty
types of functional "blocks" are available for
this purpose, four of which are illustrated in
Fig, 1. These symbolic blocks display all of
the information required to completely program
a system simulation. Each block is given a
single-character type desiBhntion, e.g. M, C,
R or +, as shown in Fig. 1, r+hich is iniquely
defined within the program and corresponds to
a particular function. Each block also must be
assigned an individual identification number n.
The numbering of the blocks need not be sequen-
tial since the program uses a sorting algorithm
to determine the proper order for evaluating the
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Fig. 2. Example of the application of the simula-
tion tool to a second-order nonlinear system.
(A) Van der Pol's equation. (B) Block diagram
for solution of equation. (C) Proqram input
statements for output shown in (D). (D) Output
data in form of X-Y plot. (C•) Output data in
form of Y vs time plot.
output of each block. Specifying the input con-
nections to each block of the system represen-
tation and the associated parameter values com-
pletes the simulation diagram. Depending on the
block type, from zero to three inputs and from
zero to three parameters must be specified. The
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Fig. 3, Block diagram representation of the DET
system under investigation with bold lines in-
dicating power channels.
connections to the inputs, shown syr6olically in
Fig, 1 by input variables el, eo and e3, cor-
respond to outputs from numbered Clocks within
the simulation diagram. The parameters, symbol-
ized by 111, P2 and 113, correspond to real constant
numbers which are a part of the function repre-
sented by the block.
To clarify this procedure, a simple example
of a system represented by a second-order non-
linear differential equation is shown in Fig. 2.
In this example, blocks 2 and 3 are standard in-
togrators, designated type I, which integrate the
input signal continuously from the initial time
to the final time. The initial condition for
each integrator can be specified as parameter PI
of the respective blocks. In this example, the
initial conditions have been specified as 0.0 and
1.0 for blocks 2 and 3,respectively,as shown in
Fig. 2(C). Blocks 4 and 5 are multipliers, desig-
nated type X, which simply multiply one input by
the other. The parameters P1, P2 and P3 associ-
ated with block 1, are given values of -1.0 1 -c
and c respectively, where c is a numerical con-
stant of the system. For the case shown in Fig.
2(C), c has been given a value of 5, All of the
input data described above are entered into the
computer in fixed format which greatly facilitates
this routine task.
After selecting an appropriate integration
interval and a final solution time, the computer
begins integrating the programmmed system state
equations using a second order Runge-Kutta inte-
grationscheme. The numerical value of the output
of each of the biocks comprising Lire system repre-
sentation is available as a tabulated printout
and/or a graphical display at each integration in-
terval. The speed with which the computer can
perform these integrations is a function of the
system complexity and the size of the integration
step specified. Systems with short time constants
may require relatively small integration steps in
order to accurately ceanpute fast transients, and
therefore would be subject to relatively long run
times if the desired system response extends for
a long period of time. Some experimentation with
the integration interval is usually required to
achieve a satisfactory combination of accuracy
and computational speed.
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Fig. 4 ` Decision flow chart illustrating the oper-
ational modes possible within the DL•T system,
and the conditions which activate them.
Two of the most attractive features of this
program are its, interactive capabilities as orig-
inally designed for the 11314 1130, and the flexi-
bility provided in. the choice of the output display'
formats as designed for the PDP-11145 computer
and Tektronix 4013 graphics unit. The' interactive
nature of the program enables the user to inter-
rupt a simulation run at any time to modify the
system description and thus perform on-line exper-
imentation, Six' • een switches on the computer con-
trol panel are used for this purpose whereby such
items as system parameters, initial conditions,
and run controls can be adjusted. Additionally,
the user may choose to display the output data of
a given run in the form of an X-Y plot, with as
many as five system variables plotted versus
any other system variable with time an im-
plicit parameter; or he Clay choose to display as
many as five of the system variables as functions
of time. In either case, numerical printouts of
the same five or five different output variables
are also available. Two sample output displays
for the example of Fig. 2 are presented in Fig.
2(D) and M.
THE SYSTEM UNDER INVESTIGATION
The system being simulated with this program
is the main bus regulator for the International
Ultraviolet Explorer Spacecraft which is a joint
mission between the Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC/NASA), the British Science Research Council,
and the European Space Research Organization.
This system is a direct energy transfer (OET) sys-
tem whereby the primary source of electrical energy,
a solar array in this case, is coupled through a
main distribution bus directly to the spacecraft
electrical loads. The various power-conditioning
subsystems, shown in Fig. 3, are activated only as
needed, thus requiring the system to process only
that amount of power which is needed to maintain
tha power bus at the specified voltage level. The
flow chart in Fig. 4 indicates the various modes
of operation which are possible within this system.
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Fig. S. Control unit outputs S1, to ,Ost con-
verter, and S2, to charge/shunt driver, as a
function of bus voltage.
The specified main bus voltage range for this
mission is 2810.86 volts. The power sys',em control
unit continuously monitors this voltage evel and
generates appropriate signals to activa'r one of
five different modes of operation designed to meet
this regulation requirement under widel, • varying
operating conditions. This control unit function
is depicted graphically in Fig. 5. For a voltage
of 284 0.14 volts, the system is said to be in the
deadbard mode whereby all of the electrical energy
required by the spacecraft loads is available from
the solar array with no additional energy from
the array to be dissipated and no supplementary
energy from the secondary source required. Under
these conditions, signals S l and S2 from the
control unit lie below the one-volt deadband
threshold level, as shown in Fig. 5, and all of
the subsystems remain idle. If, however, the
solar array is unable to adequately supply the
loads, the bus voltage falls and the control
unit generates signal S1 which activates the
boost mode of operation, and drives the boost
converter with an adaptive duty-cycle control
signal as determined by the secondary source
voltage and the amount of additional power re-
quired. The secondary source of energy in
this case is a pair of rechargeable M ckle-
cadmidm storage batteries which have terminal
voltages between 17 and 25 volts, depending
on the state of charge. If, on the other
hand, the solar array is generating energy at a
faster rate than is required by the spacecraft
and the bus voltage rises above 28.14 volts, the
excess energy must be funneled off to prevent an
over-voltage condition on the main bus. Under
these conditions, the control unit, in conjunc-
tion with the charge/shunt driver and the battery
charger subsystem, channels an appropriate amount
of this energy into the secondary storage battery.
Analog signals corresponding to the battery state
of charge and the amount of excess power available
from the solar array are combined to provide the
duty-cycle control of the battery charger which
ensures the proper charging rate. This mode of
operation is referred to as the change. mode. If
still more power is available than is required
to properly chargo the battery, the bus voltage
continues to rise and additional energy. most be
dissipated, thus activating the cha 	 mode
of operation. When the bus voltage exceeds 28.18
volts, the shunt elements are activated and dis-
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Fig. 6, Dissipative shunt re g ulator current as
a function of bus voltage.
sipate the excess power through resistors which
are mounted on the spacecraft. structure. The
array of shunt elan:onts is capable of dissipating
up to a total of 450 Watts of purer as a linear
function of the bus voltage is shown in Fig. 6.
When the solar array is generating unneeded energy,
but at the same time the battery is 1`011y charged,
the fifth mode of operation is actuated. In this
case, all of the unneeded energy is dissipated in
the shunt resistors and the system is said to be
in the bhunt mode,
On examining the schematic diagram of this
system as shown in Fig. 7, enc quickly recognizes
that classical circuit analysis techniques may
not be satisfactory tools for studying the com-
plex interactions of the various subsystems.
Nevertheless, a careful examination of switching
transients which nay occur on the main bus as
a result of severely varying operating conditions
is a necessary part of verifying the compliance
of the system to its performance specifications.
Of particular concern in a system such as this
is its response to uncontrollable external inputs
such as the intensity of sunlight on the solar
panels or the state of charge of the secon-
dary storage battery. Thus, the technique
described in this paper for simulating the en-
tire power system as a whole and systematically
computing transient responses and steady-state
characteristics is a vary profitable approach
and enables th., system engineer to more thor-
oughly investigate his system while it is still
in the design starve.
SYSTEI4 MODEL AND IIATNEPATICAL REPRESENTATION
The Model
In order to effectively study the physical
system described above, it is necessary to develop
an appropriate model which is simple enough to
yield a tractable mathematical representation but
at the same tiro detailed enough to enable an ec-
curate description of those aspects of the system
behavior which are of interest. It is clear that
may given system can be modeled in many different
ways de—nding on which system properties are con-
sidered .pore irportant or of most interest. Fre-
quently, however, it is difficult to immediately
determine the full significance of each component
of the system, and therefore it often is necessary
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Fig, B. Idealized model of the power-handlinq
subnetwork of the boost converter subsystem.
Actual component labels from Fig. 7 are shown
next to the corresponding component model.
to rovise the system model at various stages of its
development when new evidence indicates that in-
correct assumptions have been made or that unneces-
sary details which unduly complicate the model have
been included. By such a process, an appropriate
modal of the direct energy transfer system described
in the preceding section was developed.The complete
model consists of a tenth-order nonlinear network
which approximates the power-handling subnetworks
of the system, and several resistive input/output
relationships which represent the system control
functions.
As an example of the modeling approach taken
in this work, consider the schematic diagram of
the boost converter subsystem as shown in Fig. 7.
All of the power-handling subnetworks of this sys-
tem are drawn with bold lines at the top of the
diagram. The boost converto r subsystem consists
of all of the components labeled with a 500-series
numher. The power subnetwork is shown in the up-
per left-hand por tion of the diagram, while the
control subsystem is shown in the lower third of
the figure. The model developed for the power-
handling portion of this subsystem is shown in
Fig. 8. Each of the capacitors has been modeled
as an ideal lumped capacitance in series with a
small ideal lumped resistance which approximates
the equivalent series resistance (ESR) of the
actual component. Similarly, small winding re-
sistances have been included in the models of
the inductors and the transformer, but the winding
capacitances have been neglected. The autotrans-
former has been modeled as a linear device defined
by the flux density versus magnetic field strength
characteristic snann in Fig. 9(A). The semicon-
ductor diodes have been approximated with a static
nonlinear resistive characteristic as defined in
Fig. 9(8)r Similarly, the transistors are con-
sidered to be either fully on or fully off
for the purposes of this study, and each is mod-
eled as an open circuit for the off condition
and as a small saturation resistance for the on
condition as illustrated in pig. 9(C). It should
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Fig. 9. idealized models for (A) magnetic core of
transformer T, (0) scriconductor diodes O3, Da,
and 05, and (C) transistor 02 and Q3 of Fin, B.
be noted that if detailed information concerning
the performance of the semiconductor devices in
this system is desired, the yodel of each semi-
conductor component can be changed to include
those ,p roperties of the device which are of par-
ticular interest. The • ork described in this
paper, howlever, is can erned primarily with the
transient behavior of the W n bus voltage, and
the dynamic performance of the semiconductor ccn-
ponents has not been considered. The voltage
sources V and V2 sham in Fig. 8 represent the
voltages induced ;:cross control windings 9-10
and 12-11 respectively on transformer T504 which
is shown at the tap of Fig. 7. These induced
voltages are assumed to 	 constant during the
on-tima of the appra 	 t transistor and are
therefore mcdeled as	 tot voltage sources.
Resistor R; is a sclal ..rent sensing resistor
which pro vldos a current limiting signal to the
control unit of this subsystem.
The control unit for the boost converter
subsystem is modeled as w purely resistive net-
work.. The purpose of this subnetwork is to pro-
vide the duty-cycle control of the two power
transistors shc,,n in Fig. 8. This is accomplished
by generating a constant-frequency triangular ;nv(--
fo5a with a fixed peak.-to-peak amplitude and add-
ing to it a threshold level, Vd, which is a func-
tion of the bus voltage as shown graphically in
Fig. 10. As the bus voltage falls, the threshold
level falls, allasinq the power transistors to
turn on for a greater portion of each cycle of the
triangular waveform. This increased duty cycle
euables the converter output current to increase
to a new level which satisfies to increased lead
requirement.
As can be seen in Fig. 7, the various
control circuits of the complete parer system
are often quite cc-1ptex, and the transfer func-
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Fig. 10. Threshold level 4 of the boost converter
controller as a function
 VA 
bus voltage,
tions derived are by no means imanediately ob-
vious. In most cases a substudy was conducted
to reveal the salient features of these control
subcircuits and t) precisely.dnte •mine the appropri-
ate trans fer characterisitic, Some of these
studies involved experimental moasurammnts,
virile in other cases digital computer circuit
analyses were run to reveal the significant
circuit relationships. In all cases, however,
the assumption that these circuits are essentially
purely resistive was carefully verified.
in a similar manner, models have been developed
for the battery charger subsystem, the shunt elements,
the charge/shunt driver, and the main control unit.
The complete system model includes coctrollers to
determine the duty-cycle of the power transistors in
the boost converter and the battery charger subsys-
terts, and a controller to determine the value of the
shunt dump resistance at all times.
The Mathematical Representation
To analyze, the model presented in the preced-
ing subsection, it is necessaryto construct a
mathematical reprosrmtation for it. As described
above, the control subcircuits of this system have
been modeled as qurely resistive networks. Thus,
the behavior of these subnetworks is completely
specified by a set of nonlinear functional equa-
tions whichmay be derived from the laws of the
elements in these circuits and the laws of inter-
connection of them; or they may be approximated
from experimentally measured transfer characteris-
tics of the circuits. Given these equations, all
of 'he voltages and currents in the control sub-
networks can be computed under all possible operat-
in g conditions. Out in practice, only those com-
binations of cur amts and voltages which -explicitly
determine the control signals of interest have been
represented mathematically. The coefficients of
these functional equations are determined from
appropriate combinations of the actual circuit
component values, including variable elements such
as the battery state of charge, bus voltage, and
solar array output to rrent. Thus, the currents
and voltages of interest in these circuits, and
therefore the system control signals, change value
as pertinent system variables change; and these
changes in control signals give riseto the vari-
ous modes of opo ,ation of the system as described
in the third ,,action of this paper.
To complete the mathematical representation
of the model, th:r parr- handling subm, , tuo • ks rust
be considered, Since the, corbinud sulry,tni:; have
been rr.,'4 ed os a teeth-order nonlir k ar dylwnic net-
work, ,, se l  of ten indepundcot nonlinear differentiae
equations is required to mathematically specify
the behavior of the netvrark. (laving developed
these state equations from the laws of the ele-
ments and the laws of interconnection of the not-
work, and given the values of the state variables
at som initial time to, the currents and voltages
throughout this notworl: can be deter.dned for any
time t>to. but because of the many different
operating conditions possible within LMr, system,
one set of state equations is not sufficient to
completely characterize the system at all times.
These different modes of operation are the result
of a transistor or a diode switching on or off
and thus effectively changing the topolony of the
power-handling subnetworks and consequently the
laws of intp rconntction of them. Thrrcfore, a
set of state equations must I)e written for each
possible made of operation withio the system, and
the state. variables must be continuous through
a transition from one mode to another as dictated
by the control functions; i.e., tiro final value
of state x for one mada of operation must be the
initial late ND for the next mode. With these
sets of differential equations and the set of
functional equations described above, the entire
system model is accuratelyrepresented math(mati-
cally at all times and for all operating condi-
tions. The next section describes how this com-
prehrnsive mathematical representation is imple-
mented in the digital computer.
PROGR11INIHG THE SYSTEM
As discussed earlier in the paper, the prom•arn
used in this wo rl; may be considered to be a digi-
tal analog simulator in that the system solution
is computed on a digital conputer, but at the same
time the program input format resembles analog com-
puter connection diagrams. Thus, given the mathe-
matical representation of the system as presented
above, an analog-type connection diagram can be
drawn as an intermediate step to programming Lire
system. An exam ple of this procedure for one of
the system state equations is shorn in Fig. 11,
In Fig. ll(A) are the differential equations which
determine the trajectory of the state variable vCC
of the boost converter power subsystem through al^
possible made , of operation of that subsystem.
The connection diagram in Fig. ll(B) illustrates
the way in which each of these differential equa-
tions is constructed from the pertinent system
state variables and their associated coefficients
which are determined numerically from appropriate
combinations of the circuit component values.
For example, the derivative of the voltage across
capacitor Cl during the tire transistor Q2 of
Fig. B is on is a weighted sum of the currents
through the inductors La and L b , and the flux in
transformer T. Block n l of Fig. 11(0) performs
this summation where
P1 n CT
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P2=- ili+H )CI
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P141. 11. Diagrarr inq the state equations.
`A) Diffprentlal equations describing the tra-
	
jectory of state variable v	 of Fig. 0 for three
different operating conditis^s. (0) Block dia-
gram representation of these equations.
and	 P3 = C
	 i^ +
The parameters R, u, and A represent. respectively,
the moan magnetic path length, the permeability,
and the cross-sectional area of the magnetic core
of transforwor T. Similarly, bloci:s n 5 and nE
compute the derivative of this state variable for
other operating conditions. Functional relay
blocks are used to select the proper corbination
of variables at each instant of tine as deter-
mined by the appropriate control function, thus
simulating the switching semiconductor compo-
nents of the system. In this case, control sig-
nal Y determines if either transistor Q2 or Q3
is on ; and if so, control signal X determines
which pile. These decisions are rade at each
computational time increment, and thus the cor-
rect value of the derivative of vcl with respect
to time is available for alt time and all opera-
ting conditions. The output of relay block n3
is integrated numerically to yield the continu-
ous trajectory of the state variable vCl. Con-
tinuity from one mode of operation to another
is maintained through the memory of the inte-
grator; i.e., the last output of the integrator
for one operating condition becorrPs the initial
condition for the next mode. In a similar man-
ner,the functional representations of the con-
trol subsystems which generate the signals X
and Y are diagranwmd and connected to the ap-
propriate relay blocks in the state equation
diagrams.
When the entire system is diagrarrred in
this manner, it is then a simple matter to
complete the prograrmdng procedure. After
labeling each of the blocks in the connection
diagram, the entire system description can be
entered into the computer through preformatted
statements as illustrated in Fig, 2(C). When
the last block, description is entered, the in-
teractive program asks the user to enter the
Integration interval, tiro final solution tine,
owl the output data options and format. Alter
processing these entrits, the computer begins
calculating the system stdtu trajectory and
displaying the output data requested. The user
cull observe this data as it i; being computed
and has the option of interrupting th n run at
any time Ur nedify thesya,tem d pscription or
output requests as suits his needs. In this
way, on-line cxporir!entation can be conducted
as is described in the follnwing sections.
EXPLRINERTAL VERIFICATION
To verify the ability of the computee repro-
sentation described above, to simulate actual sys-
tem perfoi=nce, a series of system tests were
conducted on the assembled OET prototype unit and
duplicated an the eer.pnter miodel. A comparison of
the neasured and computed results from two of these
tests is presented in this section. The tests were
designed to activate eafh of the system modes of
operation, and thereby enable an examination and
evaluation of all phases of the computer model.
The data recorded during these tests ore displayed
in Figs. 12 through 17. The (A) portion of each
figure is on oscillograrl of the exporimentally n>a-
sured response of the actual DET power-conditioning
system, while the (0) portion of each figure is the
corresponding gra;#Beal corputer output for tho sim-
ulated system response. Tho corputer generated out-
put has been photographically reproduced to yield
a grid of the same width as the experitruntal uGrii-
logrmrs. This means that the horizontal time axis
in parts (A) and (D) of the some figure are identical.
In each of these ascillcgrams and computer displays,
the s&la 'four system variables--load current, shunt
current, battery current and bus voltage--are plot-
ted versus time with thr> same vertical state fac-
tors of volts or rrnperes per division. These vari-
ables and their associated scaling are presented
in Table I for easy reforrmce whnn examining the
data displays. It should be nott, d that the coiautre
generated grid does not have the same vertical
to horizontal ratio as the oscilloscope grid; i.e.,
the actual spacing between rmjor vertical divisions
in part (0) of each figure is greater than that in
part (A), Thus, the various computer generated
plots at or eloncated in the vertical direction,
The third wovefori- in each of the displays is the
secondary-battery current which has been desig-
nated as positive when charging and negative when
discharging the battery.
The first test, presented in figs. 12, 13
and 14, subjects the OET system to transient
disturbances which cause it to go from an initial
steady-state condition in the charge/shoot mode
of operation to the boost mode and back to the
charge/shunt .rode in a period of 10 milliseconds.
This transient response is caused by a step chenge
in the system load current from 0 to B A at 1.7
milliseconds and hack to zero at 0.7 milliseconds,
while the solar array supplies 4 A of current
conti guously throegtucut the test. When no load
current is being dram, the entire 4 A of solar
array current rust be shunted from the bus to
avoid an over-voltage condition. During this
test, the signals corresponding to the battery
r
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Fig, 12. Test Case I. Solar array current Q AA.
Load current switches from 0 to 0 to 0 amperes.
0	
(A)	
1 MS
TABLE 1. llaveforl ; and Scales
VAVEreri4 W.I Art E STAtt PI"LT
1 LOAD E	 11  iT 10 A/OIVI510 1 1 .so Tu	 10 A
2 SeIIIIT fUFxENT 0 A/olvislou 40 r r	 10 A
3 VAIMY OURPEIIT 10 NOIVI5100 -30 TO i 30 A
4 Oils VOLTAGE .0 v/01VISION 27.0 10 30.5 v
state of charge have been set to indicate a discharged
condition, and therefore the battery is charged at a
maximum rate of approximately 1.2 A. The rcr,aining
2.3 A of solar array current is shunted into the
shunt resistors. When the system loads require 0 A
of current, however, the boost converter must be
activated to supply the additional q A of load current
required. The complete transition from charge/shunt
to boost and back to charge/shunt operation is illus-
trated in Fig. 12. Thu hori7onal scale for this
fi gure is 1 millisecond per major division. The
oscillograma are multiple exposures, and therefore
the switching of the load current for each of the
four traces does riot ,.icessoeily occur at precisely
the same position on the grid. Also, there is some-
times a zero offset in the monsured results due to
a drift in the oscillosrope between the multiple
exposures.
The first 1,7 militsocands of Fig. 12 illus-
tra' s steady-state operation in the charge/shunt
MG	 The St)s voltage is steady at a level of ap-
proximately 20.2 volts. At 1.7 milliseconds, the
required load current is switched from 0 to B A.
This sudden change in load current causes a down-
rlard jump in the bus voltage due to the voltage
drop across the equivalent series resistance of the
output capacitor, rCj of Fig. 0, of the boost con-
ver ter. This capacitor had been charged to the
steady-state value of bus voltage, 20,2 V, and at
the instant of switching is the only source of
current to supply the new load requirement. Ilith
this rapid drop in bus voltage to a new level cor-
responding to the boost mode of operation, the
shunt,elements and the battery Oarger turn off
consecutively, and the boost converter turns on.
This transient response is illustrated with an
expanded time, scale in Fig. 13, where the hori-
zontal scale has been changed to 100 micro-
seconds per maior division, and the switching
occurs at the .70 microseconds position of the
trace. In this expanded view, it becomes clear
that there is a delay of approximately 40 micro-
seconds between the time the signal to turn off
the shunt elements is gene rated and the time
that the shunt current actually falls to zero.
This delay, due primarily to the time required
for operational amplifie rs in the shunt drivo
circuitry to toms out of saturation, causes
the bus voltage to continue to fall even
the boost converter supplies additional cur-
rent to the loads.
Looking again at Fig. 12, one sees that
the shunt current does fall to zero and remains
zero while the battery current decreases to a
steady-state value of approximately -0 A, and
the bus voltage settles to an average value
(B)
Fig. 13. Test Cost! 1. Expanded view of 0 to 13
ampere switching transient.
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Fig, 14• Test Case I. Expanded view of 0 to 0
ampere switching transient,
of approximately 27.0 V. At approximately
6.7 milliseconds, the load current is snitched
back to zero, again causing a jump in the bus
vr,ltage, this time in the upward direction, due to
the equivalent series resistance of the boost convert-
er output capacitor. This switching transient is
expanded in Fig, 14 where again the expanded time
state is 100 microseconds per major division. The
bus voltage is seen to jump to a new level of approxi-
mately 28.2 V which demands that the boost converter
turn off and that the energy stored in the output
inductor of the boost converter, Lb in Fig. 8, as
well as the 4 A solar array current be shunted from
the bus.
As can be seen in Fig. l2, during the interval
that the system is returning to a steady-state condi-
tion in the charge/shunt mode, the batter,/ current
does not change from -6 A to 1.2 A in a simple single-
time-constant manner. The shape of this transient
waveform is a very complex• nonlinear function of the
state variables of the system. As diodes and transis-
tors are switched on and off and as enerey stored in
inductors and capacitors is depleted or increased,
currents and voltages throughout the system undergo
abrupt transitions and proceed along complex trajec-
tortes. It is beyond the intended scope of this
paper to analyze this dynamic behavior in detail,
but it should be pointed out that the computer-
simulation waveforms presented in this section dup11-
cate with considerable accuracy the shapes of the
actual system responses and consequently tjj'L complex
system interactions which cause them. It is there-
fore possible to use the computer simulation to
(8)
Fig. 15, Test Case 11, Solar array current - OA.
Load current switches from 0 to 8 to 0 amperes,
examine any of the state variables which are used
in describing the system, including the transformer
flux, to determine more precisely the way in which
the various subsystems interact to produce these
observed waveforms. with the computer simulation,
it is a simple matter to loot: at any or all of the
system state variable trajectories, whereas wbon
working with a breadboard unit it after isdifficult,
and sometimes impossible, to make accurate mreas-
ments of the variables of interast.
A second test case is presented in Figs, 15,
16 and 17. Again, the same four waveforms are dis-
played in each figure with the vertical scales
listed in Table I. Throughout this test, the solar
array is generating no current, The transient dis-
turbance is again introduced by a step change in
load from zero to 0 A and back to zero over a period
of 10 milliseconds. Fig. 15 displays the entire 10
millisecond response. For the first 1.7 and the final
3,3 milliseconds of this display, no external load
current is supplied. However. at all times the vari-
ous control subsystems of this OET system require
some power to operate continuously in a standby
made so as to be able to respond immediately to any
system disturbance. When no solar array current
is available, this standby power must Ire supplied by
the battery through the boost converter, thus
requiring the system to operate in the boost: mode.
The amount of current- required to maintain this
standby condition is approximately 100 mA and
thus is not discernible in the graphic displays
presented, The boost mode of operation is in
evidence, however, when examining the bus voltage
,
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Fig. 17. Test Case II. Expanded view oe 8 to 0
ampere switching transient,
Lion, thus giving a fairly ccrplete represen-
tation of its perforcance. The oscillograms
and corresponding oeaputer gonerated raveforns
have been presented in a form vioich hopefully
enables the reader to make a careful comparison
and draw his own conclusions as to the accuracy
of the simulation to mique described in this
paper. The simulation runs illu.!rata' inG Figs.12(6) and ISM) reqire opproxir>.t '; 	 ,u of
computation tire, while each of t6 	 1li-
second runs requ,rgs approxinatety	 ,te$
to complete the dtto display, 	 r	 :d pro-
viousl y , the small co^rputer used in 	 stork
was a POP-11/45 with 16K words of ro 	 .. using
a disk operatinn system. The approxscate cost
per hour of con-putation, includin g purchase price
amortization and maintainance, was ten dollars.
CONCLUSIONS
A digital corauter simulation technique has
been presented as a viable tool for the study of
aggregate po+rer-conditioning systems. As discussed
earlier in the paper, a preliminary step in the do-
velopr nt of such a system sirulation is the postu-
lation of a conceptual model, This model and its
subsequent matheTatical representation are of utcost
importance in the simulation process, for it is at
this level that the nature of the real system teinn
simulated is captured. The ccnputer program performs
the repetitive com putations necessary to perirrate
system state treicctories, but the computations per-
formed are dictate) by the differential and functional
equations developed to represent real system perform-
ance. The resultant corputer simulations of actual
1	 (13)
Fig. 16. Test Case I1. Expanded view of 0 to 8
ampere switching transient.
waveform in Fig. 15. Over the last three milli-
seconds of this trace, the bus voltage slowly
decays untilthe boost mode of operation is activ-
ated and the standby power is supplied through
the boost converter.
At 1.7 milliseconds, the load current is
switched from zero to 8 A and the system moves
further into the boost made of operation. This
switching interval is illustrated with an ex-
panded time scale of 100 microseconds per major
division in Fig. 16, At 6.6 milliseconds the
load current is switched back to zero and the
transient of Fig. 17 results. When the 8 A
load is removed from the bus, the bus voltage
Jumps upward to a value greater than 28 V as
a result of the boost converter current suddenly
flowing through the equivalent series resistance
of the output capacitor, and the charge/shunt
mode of operation is momentarily activated.
The bus voltage quickly falls back inside the
deadband region, however, and then slowly decays
to the upper Iimit of the boost node of oper-
ation in order to again supply the system stand-
by power.
The presentation of expe rimental and cor-
responding simulatiou data in this section has.
because of space limitations, been restricted
to two test cases.These particular uses
were selected from a large pool of data which
was collected throuSrout this endeavor because
the switched load tests cause the OET system,
and likewise its computer simulation model, to
function in each of the possible modes of opera-
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system trajectories con u r.i,y be as accurato as the
system modal alloys, and only thnse aspects of tho
systr:o behavior which are included iu the sir:ulatiun
model can be expected to appear in the eorputed re-
sults,
The examples presented above are not intended
to ba exhaustive. This paper presents the rosults
of the development of a tool for use instudying
'tosystems which are too complex to
La handlod with classical analysis tools such as
phase plane and lim arization techniques.Hav-
ing verified the volidity and accuracy or this tvch-
nique, it is intended that the computer twdel dcvrl-
oped be fully oxarcieed to aid in the final devel-
op.=t of the DET system described above and to can-
White, from the beginning stages, to the develory;,:nt
of future power-conditioning systems, one of the pro-
posed uses for this program is a parameter optima
zation study through repeated simulation runs to do-
torliine which var,ws of select ed cor.irunrnts rdght
improve some aspect of the system performance. This
parameter modification can be acconplished quite
easily within the simulation program, whereas con-
siderable difficultycan sometimes he encountnrtid
%then attempting such a study at the breadboard level,
Other uses of such a program include the study of
semiconductor co,aponent stresses within the system,
espectally during srver •o switching transients such
as illustrated above ; and the study of system
stability when in any of the modes of operation
possible.
The digital computer technique described in
this paper has been applied quite successfully
to a particular direct-ener gy-transfer power-
conditioning system of considerable complexity
which is still in the development stages, The
computer simulation of this system has been ex-
ercised vigorously and extensively in oil
to verify its accuracy under all operatinn con-
ditions and to demonstrate its usefulness. It is
felt that the test data presented in this paper are
a good represeetation of this testing. itoreover.
it is believed that the functional block dianram
approach used in this simulation technique poLw ses
significant advantages over the network topology
approach of other commonly available electronic
circuit analysis programs when used to study such
composite nonlinear dynamic systems,
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